Presto, Change!
and this Pocket Pen becomes a Tapered Desk Pen
all you need is this attachable taper
GIVEN FREE
with every Parker Duofold Pen Purchased before Nov. 16th
Saves you $5 to $10

Any Parker Duofold Pocket Pen is like two pens in one—for with this taper you can convert it into a slender tapered Desk Set Pen—without paying a penny more than for an ordinary pen, if you act at once.

Through this special gift offer, to complete a modern Fountain Pen Desk Set, all you need is a Parker ball-and-socket Desk Set Base to hold the pen, at $2.50 and upwards. No special desk pen required, thus saving you $5 to $10.

Twenty-five thousand Parker dealers throughout the United States are giving away one-half million pen tapers, free—hence by buying a Parker Pen now you will have a pocket pen and a desk pen both in one. This gift offer ends Nov. 15 sooner, if all free tapers are gone.

You can have a handsome desk set—now or later—merely by getting the Parker Desk Base to hold your pen. No pen but the Parker gives this double duty without added cost.

By selecting a Parker Duofold you also become possessor of a pen with the miracle Duofold point which writes as easily as you breathe—with Pressureless Touch. Also this balanced, streamlined style—trim and non-bulging in pocket or handbag.

Stop in and see this demonstration at any nearby dealer's before this offer expires.

Special to Parker Pen Owners: Dealers will also give you the Taper, FREE, so you can convert the pen you have, if you get a Parker Desk Base.

To Protect Parker Pens from Inks that Clog and Gum
We Created QUINK
the quick-drying ink—contains a solvent that keeps any pen clean.

Three years ago we discovered that 60% of the service required by fountain pens was due to inks that clog the feed, gum the point, and rot the ink sac.

For our own protection, in guaranteeing Parker Duofold Pens for life, we decided to create a miracle ink. We made up 1022 formulas before succeeding. The first bottle of Quick cost us $68,000. You can now buy one like it for 15c—Permanent, all colors or Washable Blue. Not a trace of sediment in a barrelful. Ask any dealer, or write for 30,000-word bottle, free.

Parker Duofold
PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE $5 $7 $10
Other Parker Pens, $2.75 and $3.50; Pencils to match them all, $2.00 to $5.00.
SCHEDULE

Soccer
October 10 Yale — New Haven
October 17 Dartmouth — Hanover
October 24 Brown — Home
October 31 Clark — Worcester

Cross Country
October 10 Handicap Cross Country Run — Home (Open to all)
October 16 Harvard-Dartmouth-Technology Harvard
October 23 Holy Cross — Franklin Park
October 24 Handicap Meet — Home
October 31 New Hampshire — Franklin Park

Field Day
- Crew Race
- Relay Race
- Tug-of-War
- Football Game

Freshman Soccer
October 10 Tufts — Home
October 17 Watertown High — Watertown
October 24 Worcester Academy — Home
October 31 Exeter — Exeter

R. M. ARMSTRONG,
Publicity Manager.

Bob met a wonderful girl up in Vermont last summer and had such a good time that as soon as he graduates this spring he’s going to get a job in Peru.

— Stone Mill

For the benefit of our foreign readers, we would explain that “bologna” is pork, but “boloney” is bull.

— Log

Irate Guest phones down: “Say, night clerk!”
Clerk (snippy): “What’s on your mind, now?”
Guest: “Mind, hell, they’re all over the bed.”

— Phoenix
Soon She'll Be Calling Amoebas
By Their First Names

Maybe, but she also keeps on speaking terms with the other animals on the campus.

Classrooms may teem with stern professors earnestly intent upon taking life seriously, but the Greek gods and goddesses of the campus demand a touch of gaiety in their education. Something young, vivid, sparkling and exuberant.

Dick Hyland's Diary of a Football Player is one of the literary surprises of the season. Leonora Baccante's Can't We Be Friends? is another. Every co-ed will want to read new things by Katharine Brush, O. O. McIntyre, Margaret Banning, Ahmed Abdullah and Noel Coward—to mention but a few.

SPECIAL TO COLLEGANS
9 Months (the school year) for $2.00

COLLEGE HUMOR
1050 N. LaSalle St., Chicago

I've sold my Greek pony and am using another fellow's. Here's the $2 for nine issues of COLLEGE HUMOR.

Name .............................................
Address .............................................
City..................................................State.
The
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE

THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers Courses in Engineering and Science, each of four years' duration, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in:

- Aeronautical Engineering
- Architectural Engineering
- Biology and Public Health
- Building Construction
- Business and Engineering Administration
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering Practice
- Chemistry
- Civil Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Electrochemical Engineering
- General Science
- General Engineering
- Geology
- Industrial Biology
- Mathematics
- Mechanical Engineering
- Metallurgy
- Military Engineering
- Mining Engineering
- Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
- Physics
- Public Health Engineering
- Sanitary Engineering
- Ship Operation

The Course in Architecture is of five years' duration, and leads to the degree of Bachelor in Architecture. A five-year Co-operative Course in Electrical Engineering leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science and Master of Science is also offered.

Graduate Courses leading to the degrees of Master of Science, Master in Architecture, Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Science, and Doctor of Public Health are offered. The Courses leading to the degree of Master of Science include Co-operative Courses in Chemical Engineering Practice and Fuel and Gas Engineering.

The better high schools and other preparatory schools in the United States offer adequate preparation for the required entrance examinations given by the College Entrance Examination Board in June, or by the Institute in September.

Graduates of colleges or of scientific schools of collegiate grade, and in general all applicants presenting satisfactory certificates showing work done at another college corresponding approximately to at least one year's work at the Institute, are admitted to such advanced standing as is warranted by their previous training, and are given credit for our required subjects, including the entrance requirements, so far as they have been satisfactorily completed.

The Summer Session, extending from June to September, includes most of the subjects given during the academic year.

Any of the following publications will be sent free upon request

CATALOGUE FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR
(Which includes the admission requirements)

GRADUATE STUDY AND RESEARCH

SUMMER SESSION BULLETIN

CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
AL JOLSON
"THE WONDER BAR"
SHUBERT OCT. 5

JUDITH ANDERSON
"AS YOU DESIRE ME"
PLYMOUTH OCT. 5

DORIS LOWRAY
"AS YOU DESIRE ME"
PLYMOUTH OCT. 5

Ethel Waters
"A Rhapsody in Black"
Majestic, now
PHOSPHORUS PRESENTS

The FRESHMAN NUMBER
"Just Calcium Carbonate, dammit!"
WHAT TO SEE AT TECHNOLOGY
A Personal Message to All Freshmen

It all comes back to me very clearly now. As I look back on the many long years I spent as a freshman, I realize that times do not change much and that you, too, will probably have an irresistible desire to absorb all the intriguing mysteries of our school. Your spare time will be spent in the Steam lab or in the Machine Tool lab, watching those funny little gadgets go round and round. How I envy you your naive curiosity! How surely you will shout your excited comment on the antics of those cute little steam engines while I am busy trying to integrate some d—d equation at a table two feet away! And how certainly you will be kicked in the slats!

Now that I've started I may as well go through with it and tell you where to go to see the interesting things. The first move will be to pay a visit to the library up under the dome. (Just ask anyone where the dome is, but — don't bother to wait for the elevator to take you up there. The elevator once made this trip several years ago but the school authorities conducted a thorough investigation.) It will take time, but — you'll learn.

If or when you finally get to the library you must first pay your respects (the fines will come later) to the librarian. And don't forget to ask her whether the library subscribes to the West Podunk Evening Bugle-Examiner. Then, when you have been properly repulsed, walk over to the pendulum that swings over the center of the room and look up to the top. (Keep your mouth closed!) The pendulum is supposed to demonstrate that the earth is round or that the Coop charges twice as much for everything as any other place does — I forget which.

Well, after you've fathomed the mystery of the pendulum you will naturally look around for another equally thrilling and exciting pastime. Any upperclassman you meet in the corridors will be very glad to direct you — in fact, he will be so overcome with joy that he will become inarticulate and walk off without saying a word. But you mustn't interpret this as lack of interest or unwillingness to help — really, the spirit of helpfulness in this old factory will astound the uninitiated frosh by its complete absence.

Suppressed Desires of Freddy Frosh
T. E. N.: “I hear they brought Ted home in an ambulance last night.”

The Tech: “What happened?”

T. E. N.: “He walked down Huntington Avenue singing ‘I’ve got five dollars.’”

By the way, the odds are ten to four against there being a good-looking co-ed this year.

One thing about “‘rushing’ — the backslapping doesn’t stop after the boys are pledged. It just moves further down.

GLOSSARY OF TECHNOLOGY GRADES

H — The Prof’s secretary got Hell for this mistake.

C — Given in MS only if you sign for the advanced course.

P — We all know what P is.

L — The fellow next to you did know something.

F — A rain check.

FF — You must have taken the wrong exam.

VOTE 15 — You may continue your vacation, but not at Technology.

VOTE 11 — Not a pass in this crap game.

VOTE 6 — Wait till Papa finds out.

Sarg: “Where’s your cap, Freshman?”

’35: “Heck, I thought this was a real gun.”
Yeah, the Cremo theme song is just a spittune.

Then there was the secretary who eloped with the boss’ data.

“Why, your new ‘bra’ is torn.”
“I’m not surprised, the salesman forced it on me.”

“What’s your mother so upset about?”
“Oh, the cat went and littered up the place.”

How about a moratorium being declared on five dollar fines?

“L’envoi
“O Soph, you shake your head and sigh,
I fear your answer now, forsooth
But tell me (tho my hopes all die) —
Do moving pictures tell the truth?”
Dear Mamma:

This is the first chance I have had to write home since I arrived at Technology College, because I have been very busy as I shall explain now. I have made many new acquaintances during this first week; in fact, I am surprised at how easy it is to make so many good, kind friends here at college. Only an hour after I got off the big steam train I was walking around with my bag looking at the buildings and a big boy walked up and slapped me on the back. He said: "Hi, Frosh, need any help?"

Then he told me that Frosh means Freshman. Tell me, mamma, how did he know I was a Freshman? It must be a very wonderful college that can teach boys to recognize Freshmen on sight, don't you think so, mamma? Then he found out that I didn't have any lunch yet and he invited me to come to lunch with him. We walked over to a large, wonderful automobile without any doors and he drove me to his house. Do you think that I can have such a wonderful automobile some day, mamma?

I wish you could see the house he lives in! It is bigger than Uncle Josh's new barn. And when we walked in there were about twenty other boys sitting down. Some of them smiled friendly-like and two went into another room quickly. In a minute I heard a noise just like one of our cows makes when she pulls her hoof out of the mud. Do you think they keep their cows in the house, mamma?

We had a nice lunch and afterward nearly all the boys sat around me in a circle and they slapped my back very friendly-like. I noticed that all the boys called each other brother and soon they called me brother, too. I never knew we had such a big family.

Later one of the boys asked me if I had five dollars I would let him take for an hour. I gave it to him gladly, he was so friendly-like. Strange to say, I have not seen that boy since then. He probably has a lot of work to do at college and hasn't had a chance to see me. I thought I saw him once in the corridors, but when I turned a corner after him he was gone. But I reckon I mistook someone else for him.

The day after I had lunch at the big house one of the boys gave me a beautiful gold pin to wear and asked me if I would let him have ten dollars for a day or two. I gave him the money willingly. The pin had some signs on it that looked like some of the things Aunt Carrie's Junior draws with his crayon when he is having a bilious attack. Since that time I have been very busy, mamma. The boys are always asking me to do little favors for them, such as counting the number of automobiles that pass the house in two hours. I am very glad to do these things because the boys are so friendly-like. But they don't call me brother any more. They call me a lot of different names that I have never heard before. Some day I will probably know what they mean, don't you think so, mamma?

Last night two other boys asked me to lend them some money but I didn't have any left. Will you please ask father to send me some soon because I wouldn't like to disappoint my new friends. And besides, one of the boys told me that the money wasn't for himself. He wanted it to buy me a paddle. I think we shall go canoeing on the Charles River some day like I used to on Dirty Creek in Uncle Ezra's canoe, don't you think so, mamma? Please send the money soon because I want to give it to the boys, they are so friendly-like.

Your affectionate son,

Abner.

The Soviet students objected to Tubby's Socialist lectures
1. First night of school decides to start the year right—plunges to work in middle of first lesson.

2. Becomes confused—stops to fix light—starts over at beginning and finishes first lesson.

3. Becomes restless decides it is time for a smoke—proceeds to friends room to bum cigarette.

4. Finds bridge game in progress decides to watch game while smoking hour passes before returns to lessons.

5. Clock informs him that it is time to go to bed—borrows roommates work & copies two assignments and so to bed—with a sense of guilt a prayer to get by—and the high resolve that tomorrow will be different—"Oh ya-ah."
“There’s one mistake, I find, which occurred on all of your papers,” said Prof. Rogers, “you all seem to think that kissing is a verb of motion.”

The Statue of Liberty is being repaired and the lighting system changed. It has been noticed that the statue presents a dissipated appearance at night with rings under her eyes and several chins.

— News Item

LAMENT
I blush for you, our beacon light,
That you are found in such a plight.
The things you should exemplify
You now forget — and you defy
Our statutes and our laws outright.

When day is done and falls the night,
Your famous map is just a sight
With rings below your knowing eye —
I blush for you!

Those chins you’ve grown will now invite
Much criticism, worn and trite,
(Such simple stuff that even I
Intended I should take a try). —
I give up trying to recite —
I blush for you.

The prime question of the month: Will there be a Beta Barn Dance this year?

Brownbagger: “How long do you have to go out with a girl before you hold hands with her?”

Fraternity Man: “I dunno, but it generally isn’t long before she’s holding mine — off.”

‘32: “Mary’s demure manner certainly touches one.”

‘33: “It runs in the family. Her brother just touched me for a five.”

Find a parallel to these lines, Professor!
DIARY OF A FRESHMAN

August 20. Received letter from my freshman advisor. It's certainly going to be nice to have an upperclassman start me on the right track — his address is 28 The Fenway. I must not forget it.

August 21. Answered letter from advisor. Uncle Simpson who knows Boston says that 28 The Fenway is the Y. M. C. A. My advisor will keep me from getting roped in by one of these frats. Received a letter from the Sigma Chi's with an engraved invitation to visit their house. Maw says to be careful of frat men. I won't answer it.

August 25. Letter from my advisor. He certainly is taking an interest in me — asked me when I was arriving and offered to meet me and put me up at 28 The Fenway. I hope I can do the same for some freshman when I'm an upper classman. Hope they have a swimming pool in the Y. I must ask my advisor when I write him.

August 26. Bill and Charlie came over for lunch. We talked about going to Tech. What a coincidence! Their advisors also live at 28 The Fenway. We decided to go up together.

September 2. Received notice of my condition in English. I must write my advisor when I will arrive. Went swimming with Ethyl. When I got home Maw said a guy from the Pie Grammar Dealt Club had been to see me, but she said he was no gentleman and to have nothing to do with him. I must be careful of these frat men.

September 16. Tomorrow will be my first day at College. I hope my freshman advisor won't forget to wear a red carnation in his buttonhole.

September 17. Two snappy dressed guys with black and white shoes got on the train at Worcester. They said they were from Tech, but they looked like gamblers so we froze them out. Four more got on at Huntington and tried to pull the same trick, but we were wise to their game. They nearly had a fight with the two guys that got on at Worcester. At the South Station there were three red carnations without freshman advisors attached. Oh Lord, our freshman advisors were dressed just like the crooks that got on the train. But before we could reach them four guys grabbed us and hustled us out to a grey La Salle roadster.

Merely an engineer’s daughter, but she has her bending moments!

They asked us if we didn’t get their invitation. As we went in the house one of them said “Pipe the organ boys.” That certainly did makes us feel good. They certainly must be a religious crowd of boys to have an organ in the house. As we went upstairs we heard the door bell ring, then somebody hollered “Hell no, they’re not here.” A fellow walked in with some funny little buttons with a cross on them so we knew they were a religious bunch of boys. He told us to put the buttons on and go downstairs and surprise the boys.
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FOILING THE T. C. A. BOOK EXCHANGE

Professor McFeeble's new physics book for 8-02 contains many new and original presentations of elementary physical concepts, chief among the innovations being a snappy new brown cover and a new set of problems. McFeeble still contends that \( F \) is equal to \( M a \), however, and persists in maintaining that \( dQ \) equals \( dE + pdV \). Freshmen will not be able to use the old edition because of the change in problems, and will be forced to sock up an additional four bucks for the radically new and unique 200-page volume.

This editorial started out to be a biting satire at one of the most annoying things students have to put up with, but hot indignation forced a descent to a more brutally direct attack. Here is the situation: Fully fifty per cent of the courses given during one's first two years at the Institute are laid on fundamental scientific facts which have not been materially altered during the last ten years, yet every year a new textbook is required for the majority of them. The waste involved by the discard of books which are scarcely used, in many cases, except as problem sources, is tremendous. But this alone is not the cause of our indignation. Periodically those books which are not superseded are made equally useless by the issue of a so-called "new edition," in which the problems are different, and a few typographical errors are replaced with new ones.

We believe that the slight advantages to be gained by new students from a "revised edition" are not compensated for by the considerable loss to those who have been robbed of the resale value of the previous volume. Financially handicapped students suffer from being unable to purchase their texts secondhand. Gentlemen, we are the victims of a racket.

Volume XIV of the Voo Doo regrets to announce that Harper V. Richards '32, art editor de luxe, will not be back this year. Harper was offered a job and accepted — wise fellow that he is!
CURRICULUM

5.01 — Chemistry, General. The fundamental principles of chemical science or what to do before the doctor comes. Also an introduction to sleeping during lectures. The laboratory work consists in a frantic attempt to distill alcohol and get sulfur dioxide at the same time. Those assigned to Beaker Joe's lectures will also get a fifteen-week course in note-taking.

8.01 — Physics (Mechanics). Lectures and recitations devoted to a discussion of what textbook will be used next week. This course is responsible for more decreasing cumulative ratings than bathtub gin, fraternities, Field Day, and The Tech combined. The man who passes the course will be presented with a gold-plated vector.

D11 — Drawing and Descriptive Geometry. Instruction in the correct use of drafting instruments and materials and the theory of unbreakable pencil points. In the Frosh drafting rooms some practice is given in sitting on stools with one's legs akimbo. This experience will prove invaluable in future years when, as upperclassmen, you Frosh will have to take condition exams in such rooms as 4-410.

E11 — English. Provides training in Oral and Written English, and in Spelling and are told that Engineering isn't all it's cracked up to be. A course in dangling participles, mixed metaphors, and split infinitives, also underslung chasses, mixed drinks, and cut liquor. It prepares you for the career of dramatic patron, music lover, debator, or snob, depending upon the professor you get.

M11 — Calculus. By integration it teaches you that little things in life are liable to amount to something. Don’t be delusioned by the theory of limits: that you can gradually get closer but never reach it. How about it, Ophelia?

MS11 — Military Science. Consists of ten weeks of infantry drill under a hot sun on a field which is on alternate weeks a desert and a swamp. The latest in military tactics or how close order drill does away with the obsolete squad as the Old Army game goes modern.

PT1 — Physical Training. McCarthy's Physical Culture Class, or how to be a strong man in twenty parts. A prerequisite for dates with Sargent girls.
Girls who sing the songs that Mother used to sing
Rarely get a chance to do more exciting things.

One to another: "I've never had a boy feel about me the way Henry does."
Another to one: "Yes, he has a most unique technique."

Pity the poor surveying classes. Their favorite stamping ground is being usurped by the new underpass on Memorial Drive.

RUSHING NOTES

One comforting thing about the depression was that during the last two weeks of September, business was rushing or rather, picking up, around M. I. T.

The Institute certainly ought to provide some easy chairs for the hawks that wait at the doors outside the freshman entrance exams. These hard floors (not to forget Walker Memorial dance floors) develop flat feet and fallen arches soon enough. A real institution these fraternities; they provide a free welcoming committee, except to those unfortunate graduate students and wandering Greeks and even they are often picked up by mistake.

All we can say to the frosh who are being rushed off their feet is: "Beware the Greeks bearing gifts."
"Is that white star a pledge button?"
"Hell no, I got that with my T. C. A. card."

Ultramodern: Yes, he's good looking, has a smooth car, is no tightwad, dances like a fool, is no fish at repartee, and dresses like no one else, but migod, he closes his eyes when he kisses.

"Why do you make such a peculiar face when you drink that stuff?"
"Merely a rye expression."

"Yes," said the drawbridge, "life is one let down after another."

All patriotic Tech men should vote for the return of beer. We want our stein song to be more appropriate.

"Why didn't you stop and speak to her?"
"She is only a passing acquaintance."

This cheap gasoline isn't all it's cracked up to be.

"May I help you pick your teeth, sir?" inquired the clerk at the false teeth counter.

The Tech Mascots: "Huh! Cellophaine."

The Model Cat
A ONE-ACT INSIGHT INTO HUMAN NATURE

SCENE I

Drawing room of fraternity house. The brothers juggling their demi-tasses and cigarettes with the ease that comes from years of practice. Several pushees doing same not so well. Enter two seniors in dead earnest. (Poor Earnest.)

FIRST S. (buttonholing the least obnoxious of the rushees): "Won't you come upstairs a minute?"

SECOND S. (putting in his share): "Yes, we'd like to show you the house."

Rushee follows meekly upstairs with the fear of God in his heart.

Curtain plus a five-minute intermission.

SCENE II

Second floor study room showing signs of a recent industrious cleaning. Door of said room is locked, barred, and barricaded.

First S. (with the full force of his bidding voice): "Bill, this morning your name was brought up in meeting, and at once the fellows all agreed that you were the man for this house. When the vote was taken it was found to be unanimously for you. Mills, we want you to be one of us. How about it, old boy? We Pi Phis are men and we want men; they must be he-men. That is why we have chosen you." (S. No. 1 pauses for breath and mops his brow.)

SECOND SENIOR (jumping into the lull with a pledge button in his hand): "Bill, we do want you. Do you want to be one of us? (Pause too short for freshman to even open his mouth.) See this pledge button in my hand? Isn't it pretty? Wouldn't you like to wear that in your lapel? It's the mark of a man, my lad."

PUSHOVER (making one last desperate effort): "Well, ... uh ... well, I ... uh ... I'd like to think it over. Maybe my mother wouldn't let me join. My uncle Simpson was a Pi Phi and he died a drunkard's death stealing horses."

Yards and yards and reams and reams marred only by a few feeble interruptions. Two hours have passed.

FIRST SENIOR: "You shouldn't consider those other houses, Bill, old boy. You're making a big mistake, but you don't know it. We're offering you one more chance to be a Pi Phi; when this match burns out it will be too late for you to give an answer. This match can be the death knell for your chances to be a Pi Phi."

Second Senior lights match. It glows strongly in the half darkened room. Freshman fidgets a little, but keeps his mouth shut. Match burns the fingers of S. No. 2 who is holding it as near the end as possible. He drops it to the floor and sticks the injured digits in his mouth.

PUSHOVER: "Hell, no, you mug. You couldn't pay me to be a Pi Phi" (jumps out the window).

Moral: Don't let a frat man get you upstairs.

"And why do you think your first child is going to be a girl?"

"Oh, I just know I couldn't bear a little boy."

To be sure, he was holding the upper hand, but she slapped him with her other one.
Customer: "How's business?"
Electric Vibrator Salesman: "Pretty shaky, brother, pretty shaky."

"How did the Chi Phis treat you?"
"They didn't. I had to buy my own ticket to the movies."

"What I need is a good dose of salts," said the cannibal king as he spied a detachment of sailors landing on his island.

"O. K., Bill, set 'em up in the other alley."

We give you — Dr. Tryon, chairman of the Greens Committee.

FRESHMAN ADVISORS FURNISHED
Free of Charge
Even our sturdy red-faced Sophs are at your bidding
Come to See Us at
28 THE FENWAY

Patronize Our Advertisers
Every year is 1492 in telephone making

It’s always the era of exploration in telephone work. New manufacturing processes are being developed, new sources of raw materials found, new methods originated for distributing telephone supplies… New kinds of apparatus are being built to meet the needs of a rapidly changing world. Take communication products for example. Western Electric makes equipment for aviation, for police radio, for ship-to-shore telephony… Intensely interesting, this work is. There is in it the spirit of the adventurer, of the pioneer. The same spirit runs through all of Western Electric’s many-sided activities—serving the Bell System in the triple capacity of manufacturer, purchaser and distributor.

Western Electric
Manufacturers…Purchasers…Distributors

S I N C E 1 8 8 2 F O R T H E B E L L S Y S T E M
Y-D Rent-A-Ford
And Drive It Yourself

AT PRICES THAT ARE BOUND
TO INTEREST YOU!

Equipment: All model Fords, maintained in finest condition.
Service: 24-hour service, always open.

Insurance Protection
$5,000 for injury to one person, $10,000 for injury to more than one person. Fire, theft and deductible collision.

DAILY RATE
6 cents per mile plus 35 cents per hour.
Service charge 75 cents.

WEEKLY RATE
$20 plus 5 cents per mile, no service charge

MONTHLY RATE
$70 plus 5 cents per mile, no service charge

BOSTON CALL
COMMONWEALTH 4160

HARVARD SQUARE CALL
UNIVERSITY 0094

Y-D MOTORS at 97 Massachusetts Avenue has a number of used Ford Roadsters and Sport Coups at attractive prices.

Technology Chambers
8 IRVINGTON STREET :: BOSTON

Special Rates to College Students

Pleasant Rooms Congenial Atmosphere

TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
Kenmore 8800

The Tech Pharmacy

HAS BEEN CATERING TO THE M.I.T. STUDENTS SINCE 1927. WHY NOT COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED? WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES, TOILET GOODS, DRUGS, ETC.

[ LUNCHEONETTE and SODA ]

opposite Homberg Infirmary
86 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

This girl had to be handled with kid gloves — her husband is a fingerprint expert.

— Rice Owl

Girl (in book store): "Do you keep 'The Divine Woman'?"
Clerk: "Not on my salary!"

— Penn State Froth

Does anybody remember when "neck" was a noun?

— Froth

She was only a fireman's daughter but she was nobody's fuel.

— Siren

And there was the flag-pole sitter who died and had to be brought down to half-mast.

— Puppet

Blonde Cutie (to elevator boy): "Boy, sixteenth floor, please, and I'll give you a kiss."
Elevator Boy: "Sasssay, h-h-how about ggoing up t-t-to the f-f-fortieth?"

— Ohio State Sun Dial
ESTABLISHED 1818

Brooks Brothers,
CLOTHING
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Clothes & Accessories
for Autumn

Send for Illustrations of Sack Suits
Prices $57.00 to $90.00

BRANCHES
NEW YORK: ONE WALL STREET
BOSTON: NEWBURY COR. BERKELEY STREET
NEWPORT PALM BEACH

AND WHY NOT?
Father: "Why were you suspended from college?"
Son: "Constant interruptions prevented my studying."
Father: "Interruptions? In what forms?"
Son (reminiscently): "Ah, those forms!"
— Virginia Reel

Joe E. Brown was probably born with a silver ladle in his mouth.
— C. C. N. Y. Mercury

POIGNANT
I shall never forget
The last time we met
At night, where the roses grow.
Our parting kiss now
I remember — and how!
You were standing on my toe.
— Cromwell

A divinity student named Tweedle,
Once wouldn't accept his degree,
'Cause it's tough enough being called Tweedle,
Without being Tweedle, D.D.
— Exchange

"What did the doctor say when he was late on that rush call?"
"Hello, baby!"
— Exchange
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M. I. T. TRADITIONS
of Yesterday and Today!

The old M. I. T. traditions of yesterday! They are priceless to every alumnus and undergraduate. Today, they are enriched by the new traditions, the newest of which is “Shop at Sears and Save.”

A few items that will bring comfort and convenience into school life... adjustable study lamps to relieve eyestrain when studying; statuary, bridge, and shadow lamps for atmosphere and utility; all wool blankets to keep warm and cozy on chill wintry nights; card tables and games of every description for indoor recreation; sporting goods of every nature for those pleasure and health winning hours; studio couches, chairs, rugs for relaxation and appearance; radios to listen to music in leisure moments; ALLSTATE tires for those happy motoring hours; and typewriters and stationery.

Shop at Sears and Save!

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
RETAIL STORE

Lady (over telephone to police department) hysterically repeats: “Our son, our son, etc.”
Police Sergeant: “Hell, lady, you want the Fire Department.”

Mother: “Are you sure you are telling me the truth?”
Daughter: “Yes, mother, Ruthie was the only one I had in while you were away last night.”
Mother: “Well, anyway, it seems darn funny that she should leave cigar stubs in your bedroom.”

Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow all three may be illegal.

— Annapolis Log

He: “Afraid?”
She: “Not if you take that cigar out of your mouth.”

— Log

“Ah cherie — je t’adore.”
“Aw shut the door yourself — you opened it.”

— Lehigh Burr

First Sparrow: “Are you going South this winter?”
Second Sparrow: “Am I? Say, I wouldn’t miss the Agua Caliente Derby for a peck of grass seed.”
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She: “She tries so hard to appear natural.”
He: “That dress ought to be a big help.” — Log

“When did you first suspect your husband was not all right mentally?”
“When he shook the hall tree and began feeling around on the floor for apples.” — Ollapod

Our idea of the meanest guy in the world is the guy who was deaf and never told his barber. — Jack-o-Lantern

He laughed when I sat down at the piano — So I ups and smashed him in the puss. — Cornell Widow

“Girls have the right to dress as they please,” A maid announced with vigor,
“But some of them lack the nerve,” I said,
“And some of them lack the figure.” — Boston Beanpot

Frosh: “Do fish really go about in schools, mother?”
“Yes Darling.”
Frosh: “Well, what happens when the teacher gets caught on a hook?” — The Pup

'33: “You can’t paddle me indefinitely.”
'32: “No; the end is already in sight.” — Pennsylvania Punch Bowl

“Whaffo you sharpenin’ at razor?”
“Woman, they’s a path of gemmen’s shoes undeh you bed. If they ain’t no niggah in them shoes ah’s goin’ to shave.” — The Siwasher

A MOTOR CAR OPERATED BY YOURSELF
Makes the Joys of Motoring, the Thrill of the Open Road More Thrilling, More Enjoyable

THE AMERICAN DRIVEYOURSELF SYSTEM
Can Supply with the Right Type of Car, most any model in the Popular Makes: Buick, Chrysler and the Ever Popular Ford
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephone, LIBERTY 7160-7161
7 St. James Avenue, opposite Paine Furniture Co. NEAR STATLER HOTEL

ALBANY FILLING STATION
One Block from Technology
177 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
Corner Albany Street Telephone, University 7818
ONE STOP SERVICE
Washing, Lubricating, Tire Work, Tires
Tubes, Accessories
BATTERIES—New, Used, Rebuilt, Charging, Repairing
Mechanical Work, Brake Adjusting
SOCONY GASOLINE AND MOTOR OILS

No Extra Charge for One Day Laundry Service
Special service at 15% discount rendered M. I. T. students

Charlie Mun Hand Laundry
88 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, BOSTON
Telephone, Kenmore 9472
Called for and delivered daily from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

HICKS & SHAW, INC.
HOTELS, CLUBS, and STEAMSHIP SUPPLIES
Wholesale and Retail
Represented by J. J. McGrath

FRANK P. SHAW
LEON A. HICKS
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Walter Winchell tells the one about the gentleman who entered a fashionable Broadway restaurant and ordered a steak. After sawing, hacking and battering the steak for some several minutes, he called the waiter.

"Here, take this steak back," commanded the customer.

"No can do," was the bland retort.
"Why not?"
"Well, lookit! You bent it."

— Exchange

"Well, miss, are you the farmer's daughter?"
"Yes, sir."
"Well, I'm selling brassieres."
"Brassieres? What are they?"
"My name's Jones — Jasper Jones!"

— Bison

"That's a nasty crack," remarked the easterner as he saw the Grand Canyon for the first time.

— Sun Dial

Guide: "Now we shall see the sarcophagus of King Tut."

Bashful Old Maid: "I'd better wait here."

— Widow

Oscar had a little brother named Pinky. One morning bright and early Oscar got up and going to the medicine cabinet secured a tooth brush and vigorously brushed his teeth. And when he looked at his tooth brush, what did he have? Oscar, m'God, Oscar had Pinky's tooth brush.

— Sour Owl
Walton Lunch Company
Office:
1083 Washington Street

420 Tremont Street  242 Tremont Street
202 Dartmouth Street  1083 Washington Street
620 Washington Street  44 Scollay Square
30 Haymarket Square  332 Massachusetts Avenue
6 Pearl Street  19 School Street
540 Commonwealth Avenue  437 Boylston Street
1215 Commonwealth Avenue  34 Bromfield Street
105 Causeway Street

Walton Restaurants Nearest to Technology Are:
78 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
1080 Boylston Street, Boston

She lived in Spain and she had a beautiful Pyrenees.

— Yellow Jacket

PAGIN’ BURBANK
Water: “How did Sam get cross-eyed?”
Wagon: “His girl is knock-kneed.”

— Southern California Wampus

You can lead a horse to Vassar, but you can’t make her think.

— Yale Record

What a Life Saver!
it takes your breath away
A REAL sensation.

DURGIN PARK RESTAURANTS
Tech Men Know These are the Best Places to get Good Food

Facilities for Handling Club Parties

30 North Market Street
Richmond 0416

16 Hayward Place
Liberty 5153

A gold-digger had died and all her worldly possessions, including a parrot, were being auctioned off. “What am I offered for this beautiful bird?” said the auctioneer.

“One bean,” bid a bystander.
“Two bucks,” roared another.
“Make it five, Daddy,” croaked the parrot, “an’ I’ll give you a kiss.”

— Mugawump
DON'T YOU GET STUCK

BY MISSING OUT ON

THE FACULTY NUMBER

Grand Exposé of Our Own Sages

Why they do what they do and what they can't get away with

TUT, TUT! MORE LATER
Your Bank . . .

KENDALL SQUARE OFFICE

HARVARD TRUST COMPANY

RIVERBANK COURT APARTMENT HOTEL

A good, convenient place to live
(OPPOSITE M. I. T.)
Special facilities for banquets, luncheons, etc.
Excellent Cafe
Table d’Hote and a la carte

MANAGEMENT: W. W. Davis

TELEPHONE, University 2680

SPECIAL RATE TO TECH MEN

Governor Square Garage Co.
642 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

24 Hour Complete Service

George B. Harvey
Manager

HINDS LAUNDRY COMPANY

“Try the Sweet and Clean Ivory Way”

50-60 WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLINE

Special Student Prices and Service

TELEPHONE, REGENT 6187

Man (to newsboy): “Give me a Sun.”
Newsboy: “Whaddy think I am, the stork?”

— Lord Jeff

First Model: “I said some very foolish words to my boy friend last night.”
Second Model: “Yes?”
First Model: “That was one of them.”

— Rice Owl

First Canine: “Why were you running from that little dog just now?”
Second: “You would, too. He had a burr in his nose.”

— Yale Record

It was the day after the professor and his children had eaten over at Magnolia that, while eating supper, Bobby suddenly hurled a slab of bread into the prof’s eye; Johnny, with rare aim, landed a quarter pound of butter on his father’s shirt, the while Charles gleefully poured water down the poor man’s neck.

“What do you mean by this conduct?” the worthy prof thundered.

“Nothing, pa. We were just playing Phi Gam.”

— Mountain Goat

Scientists find that the more ancient coal is, the better it is. No fuel like an old fuel.

— Log
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We understand that outside the twelve-mile limit business is on the "up and up."

— Sour Owl

Surely everyone has heard about the Scotchman who fell down and skinned himself.

— Sour Owl

Editor: "What's the latest scandal?"
Reporter: "The plumber's daughter forgot herself."

— Red Cat

Snore and you snore alone, talk in your sleep and Walter Winchell sleeps with you.

— Bison

STICK WITH IT
A man had been waiting patiently in the post-office but could not attract the attention of either of the girls behind the counter.

"The evening cloak," explained one of the girls to her companion, "was a redingote design in gorgeous brocade, with fox fur and wide pagoda sleeves."

At this point the long-suffering customer broke in with: "I wonder if you could provide me with a neat red stamp with a dinky perforated hem, the tout ensemble treated on the reverse with gum arabic? Something about two cents."

— Puppet

1/c (to Plebe): "Why do they put a hyphen in bird-cage?"
Plebe: "For the bird to sit on."

— Log

DEVELOPMENTS
Then there's the childless couple that ate lots of oatmeal because the advertisements said that cereals were good for growing children.

— Purple Parrot

Mary had a little lamb. The lamb and Mary are doing as well as can be expected.

— Virginia Reel

Bounder: "Don't stop me; I'm going into this shop and buy a new cover for my typewriter."
Rounder: "But this is a fur shop."
Bounder: "Well?"

— Exchange

He (admiringly): "What a wonderful shape to your new bustle, my dear."
She: "Sir, I have no bustle."

— Bison
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AN OLD GAG

"Some burglars got into my house last night, bound me to a chair and gagged me."
"Then what did you do?"
"Why, I sat up all night and chewed the rag."
— Brown Jug

Mrs. Hi-Tone: "This chair goes back to Louis XV."
D. U.: "That's nothing. Our whole dining room set goes back to Sears and Roebuck at the end of the month if we don't pledge more men."
— Green Gander

"My gosh, what happened to your mug?"
"I just had a little scrap with a fellow about driving in traffic!"
"Why didn't you call a cop?"
"He was a cop!"
— Mugwump

Many of our young engineers are spending a lot of time tinkering with the Misses in their motors.
— The Pup

A lipstick is merely something that gives a new flavor to an old pastime.
— Missouri "Showme"
BUCK AND DOE RUN VALLEY FARMS
OPERATED BY
THE SAINT AMOUR COMPANY
MORTONVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

Record of Winnings at Eastern States Exposition, 1931

**HAMPShIRE SHEEP**

- First Yearling Ram
- First and Second Ram Lamb
- Champion Ram
- First Pen Three Ram Lambs
- First and Second Yearling Ewe
- First and Second Ewe Lamb
- Champion Ewe (Association Special), also at Columbus, Ohio
- First Pen Three Ewe Lambs
- First Breeders Flock
- First Young Flock
- First and Second Yearling Ewe Flock
- First and Second Ewe Lamb Flock
- First Breeders Trophy

---

**Boston's Most Notable College Dining Hall**

TECHNOLOGY DINING HALLS

WALKER MEMORIAL

---

**Major Booker:** “What’s this on your mule?”
**Pete:** “Two fraternities.”
**Major:** “Then why is S. N. on the rump?”

— *Green Gander*

**LOYALTY**

“Oy, I am dying — send for a priest quveeck.”
“Vat, Abie, you don’t vant a rabbi?”
“I should gif heem small pox? Call for a priest.”

— *Bison*

---

**Member of Band:** “What’ll we play next?”
**Bandmaster:** “We’ll play ‘America.’ ”
**M. O. B.:** “Ye gods, that’s what I just played.”

— *Log*
NOW EVERY MAN CAN SMOKE A PIPE

NOW DISPLAYING
BRIEF CASES  ALARM CLOCKS
FOUNTAiN PENS  DESK LAMPS
TENNIS SHOES  SPORT HOSE
PILLOW TOPS  TECH BANNERS

BOOK ENDS
GLOUCESTER FISHERMAN
They that go down to the sea in ships

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Reproduction of Statue
in Lincoln Memorial Building, Washington, D.C.

APPEAL TO THE GREAT SPIRIT
A good copy of the original

THE GLADIATOR
An exceedingly beautiful piece
and
TECH SEAL BOOK END

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES
REGULAR, CHEMICAL and ENGINEERING KEYBOARDS

For Sale or To Rent
BUDGET PLAN OR CASH

Technology Branch
Harvard Co-operative Society
76 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

NEW
Drinkless
KAYWOODIE
mellows your smoke...
no other pipe does it

Completely different from any other pipe, past or present. New, exclusive alloy now cools your smoke, removes harsh "bite." And amplifies the true tobacco flavor. This great discovery does to your pipe-smoke what the modern refrigerator does to your food. Years of work in our own laboratory and tests by a great University made it possible. Beware of imitations, all genuine pipes stamped "Drinkless." Smooth $3.50, Thorn $4.
(Above, No. 24, with the new Amber mouthpiece and Synchro-Stem.)

See how it works

© 1931, Kaufmann Bros. & Bondy, Inc., Empire State Building, New York City

The Murray Printing Company
Cambridge, Mass.
Don't Rasp Your Throat With Harsh Irritants

"Reach for a LUCKY instead"

The great Lord Tennyson in a beautiful poem refers to a woman's Adam's Apple as "The warm white apple of her throat." Consider your Adam's Apple. Touch it—your Adam's Apple—that is your larynx—your voice box—it contains your vocal chords. When you consider your Adam's Apple you are considering your throat—your vocal chords. Protect the delicate tissues within your throat. Be careful in your choice of cigarettes. Don't rasp your throat with harsh irritants! Reach for a LUCKY instead. Here in America LUCKY STRIKE is the only cigarette which brings you the added benefit of the exclusive "TOASTING" Process, which includes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays. It is this exclusive process that expels certain harsh irritants present in all raw tobaccos. These expelled irritants are sold to manufacturers of chemical compounds. They are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE. And so we say "Consider your Adam's Apple."

"It's toasted"

Including the use of Ultra Violet Rays
Sunshine Mellows—Heat Purifies

Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough